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Abstract: The optimal consent ration Copt of pollutant advertising in the environment can be determined as an equilibrium
point in the trade off between the environmental cost, due to impact on man / land / economy and the economic cost for
environmental protection. These two conflict variables are internalized within the same techno-economic objective function
of total cost, which is minimized. Last, sensitivity analysis of Copt as regards the impact of the increase of environmental
information / sensitization and the decrease of interest rate reveals a shifting of Copt to lower and higher values, respectively,
certain positive and negative implications (i.e., shifting of Copt to lower and higher values, respectively) caused by
socioeconomic are also discussed.
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1. Introduction

most relevant topics within these sub – systems i.e. the
The economic analysis of the environmental cost of
outdoor advertising in real estate involves matching the

individual lands where take place the advertising
activity.

environmental to the socio - economic benefit [1 - 2]. By
analogy, economic analysis of the principle / consensus

Table 1: CPM chart for building an outdoor

‘think locally, act globally’ and the (now known on a

advertising infrastructure project with minimizing

theoretical and practical basis) inverse ‘think globally,

environmental costs.

act locally’. Although these principles usually have a
Time of

reference to environmental pollution, they can be used in
solid waste and aesthetic pollution caused by outdoor

Activity Number

completion (in
days)

advertising [3 - 4].
2. Methodology
The analysis of the subject may include qualitative and

1. Project notice

2

2. Awarding a project to a carrier

6

3. Geography of the region

3

4. Identifying advertising needs

3

quantitative characteristics. The effort to minimize the
environmental costs invoked by outdoor advertising is
graphically represented by the CPM method [5]. The
table below shows the number of activities required and
the completion time in days [6 - 7]. The background

5. Recording of existing

analysis is based on a dynamic approach [8 - 9]. The

infrastructures

3

activities include the description of the techno economic
/

environmental

system under

consideration,

the

identification of the scientific disciplines forming the

6. Specifying alternatives

1

7. Technical design of outdoor
advertising
8. Technical study on the use of
special materials

6

6

9. An economic study of building
infrastructure for outdoor

special materials

12. Environmental impact

Scholar
14. Construction of infrastructure
for outdoor advertising

3,4,5

2

6

3, 4, 5

7

6

8

6

9

7

10

8

11

9

12

10

13

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

14

13

15

13

16

14, 15

2

materials
13. Choice of best alternative from

1

2

Advertising

assessment of use of special

2

2

11. Environmental Impact Study for
Building Infrastructure for Outdoor

Prerequisites

3

advertising
10. Economic study of the use of

Activity

1

8

15. Applications of special materials

6

17

16

16. Trial operation

4

18

16

19

17, 18

20

19

17. Repair imperfections in the
infrastructure

3

18. Recheck on the use of materials

2

19. Advertising quality control

1

20. Delivery - operation

1

Environmental standards, as independent / explanatory
variables of capital cost determination functions may
refer to spatial points in order to protect subsystems that
have a particular sensitivity or / and importance [10]. In
such cases, a quantitative link is applied linking the
Table 2: Prerequisites for the CPM method

environmental characteristics of the source of the
pollution source to those of the reference points / control
[11].
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